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Abstract
Information retrieval from web documents becomes a challenge
according to the exponential growth in the number of web pages
on the Internet and rapid changes in these pages. So, it is
necessary to classify web pages into classes to provide their
results for the applied tools to be used which makes information
retrieval easier and helps in facilitating applications use on the
internet. Web pages classification may be applied for various
types of data that are available on the Internet like texts, images,
audios and videos. Each type has different algorithms to classify
and process. Unfortunately, the classification of Arabic Web
pages considering their structure is more difficult. In this paper,
the results of the classification of Arabic web pages which is
obtained using fuzzy algorithm will be discussed.

Keywords: Webpages, classification, fuzzy logic, Arabic
language classification, stem level, word level.

1. Introduction
With the daily increase of web pages numbers, the issue of
classification gains more importance especially in
information retrieval application. Since 1990, few
researches have been done in the field of information
retrieval and web documents classification for Arabic web
pages which rapidly have been increased.
Webpage classification also called webpage categorization
defined as the task to determine whether a webpage
belongs to a single category or to many categories [1].
And classification of web documents content is important
to many tasks in web information retrieval like maintaining
web directories and focused crawling. Additional
challenges are presented in web page classification field
because of the uncontrolled nature of web content as
compared to traditional text [2]. While text classification
may be defined as the process of classifying text into a set
of predefined set of classes based on its contents [3].
The importance of web classification appears through the
use of many applications to the text and document
classification like Automated indexing of documents which
is one of the most known applications of document
classification where documents are classified to a

predefined set of classes using Meta data which can be
used in classifying scientific articles like ACM, and in
hospitals to classify patients' files. Also it can be used for
WebPages using meta-data. Document organization is
another application of document classification in which the
vocabulary is controlled; it is used for newspapers in which
past articles must be classified and makes access easier.
[3].
The subject of this paper is concerned in classification of
Arabic web pages by using Fuzzy association Theory. It is
assumed that this method may be useful for documents of
Arabic Web with respect to the special properties which it
has; Arabic is a Semitic language that depends on the stem
of a word; therefore, Arabic web pages need special
preprocessing like dealing with the diacritics before
classification process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in
section 2, we give a brief of related work for web pages
classification. In section 3, we describe fuzzy classification
algorithm. Subsequently, in section 4, we discuss the
proposed model that depends on fuzzy association.
In section 5 we describe our experiment and implied
dataset and show the experimental results. A comparison
between fuzzy association and vector space mode is
represented in section 6. Finally we conclude and outline
future research direction in section 7.

2. Related Work
Some different works about classification of web pages
have been done using Fuzzy Relationship but they are
more in English, some in Arabic and other languages like
Persian Language.
Many researches proposed methods and systems for
classifying the web pages in English due to the various
applications as in email filtering and spamming [4-10].
One of the researches that concerned in fuzzy association
for English web documents is the work of Tsekouras, et al.
[11] in which they propose a method for classifying web
documents through fuzzy logic classification and data
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clustering. First, they extract a number of words for each
class. Then, they use an algorithm to partition the available
words into a number of clusters and the center
corresponded to a word. They use Hamming distance to
calculate the dissimilarity measure between two words, and
then they estimate the distances between this document and
all cluster centers of each category. Finally, the category
with smallest distances will be selected.
While the work of Yari, et al. [10] presents classification
of Persian web documents using a model in Fuzzy Theory.
The results of this research is obtained by a survey process
in which the job sequences include the construction of
software, dataset of Persian Web documents, testing and
assessment of the documents. The output of this research is
satisfactory since the accuracy of the classification is
compared to the average accuracy of classification in other
researches.
In the field of Arabic web classification, Al-Taani and AlAwad [12] present analysis and comparison of six fuzzy
similarity approaches applied to Arabic web pages
classification. These approaches are Algebraic, Hamacher,
MinMax, Special case fuzzy and Bounded Difference. In
this work the clustering scheme is built and known for each
category from training documents and the similarity
between a test document and a category is measured using
a fuzzy relation. The best performance achieved by
Einstein measure, then the bounded measure, followed by
AL -gebric measure.
However, in this study the operation of web documents
classification is carried out in Arabic language by applying
fuzzy association to Arabic web pages then testing the
results using recall, precision and f-measure factors.

3. Classification using Fuzzy Associations
Fuzzy association is used to capture the relationships
among different index terms. Each pair of words has an
association value to distinguish it from the other. The
fuzzy sets are sets in which elements have degrees of
membership. Fuzzy Association algorithm is shown in
Figure 1.
Fuzzy associative information retrieval (IR) is a
mechanism that is formalized within the fuzzy set theory
and based on the definition of fuzzy association. It picks
up the association between the keywords to improve the
retrieval results from traditional IR systems.
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FUZZY ASSOCAIATION ALGORITHM
INPUT: keyword indexed in document i
OUTPUT: classes of document i
BEGIN:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

µ=0
L=1
FOR
FOR

L= L*(1-r a,b)
NEXT b
N=1-L ;
IF N > µ THEN µ= N
NEXT a

END ALGORITHM
Procedure Correlation matrix
INPUT: a collection of all keywords appearing in training data
OUTPUT: Relationship between all key words in A
Begin:
FOR all i
FOR all j

A
A

NEXT i
NEXT j
Where:
A is the collection of all keywords.
n i,j is the total number of documents where keyword i and j
both appear.
ni is the total number of documents where keyword i appears.
n is the total number of documents where keyword j appears.

Fig 1: Fuzzy Association Algorithm [13]

By providing the association between key words,
additional documents that are not directly indexed by the
keywords in the query request can also be retrieved [13].

4. The Proposed Model:
This study is concerning to applying fuzzy association to
Arabic web pages, where data is collected and
preprocessed before applying fuzzy association.
Data is collected from many Arabic websites, about 22399
documents, using Teleport pro tool, and the preprocessing
stage includes five steps; converting from HTML to text,
tokenization, morphological preprocessing, stop words
removal, and light stemming.
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Converting from HTML to text is a necessary step because
it is hard to deal with pure HTML, next step is
tokenization using one of the standard methods: separation
of whitespace, alphabetic strings, and alphanumeric string.
When this step is finished, ten bags of words will be
resulted. The step of stop words removal; is the step of
removing functional words that doesn't carry particular or
useful meaning in information retrieval (IR), then applying
light stemmer for data.
The classification and selection process is done by
calculating the weight for all words in each class, then,
selecting the word with the high weight for all classes. The
word in each class must be distinct from the other classes.
Noun and adjective are selected manually. If a word has a
high weight in more than one class then it is ignored, such
as " "أشِت, which can be classified under News, Health and
Economic classes. After that, a process of self-judgment
and Knowledge for all words in each class is applied.
Finally, assistance from experts in each field to approve a
list of classified word is supported.
In this model, Fuzzy association algorithm is used, which
is an algorithm that depends on the relation between terms
(words) to classify Arabic web pages into eight classes;
Social Science, News, Health, Education, Science,
Economics and Art.
Fuzzy association algorithm is applied for stems and
words; recall, precision, and F- measure. It is better to
apply fuzzy association on stems than to apply it on words,
since the stem expands the domain of the word that can be
used.
Figure 2 depicts the flow diagram of the proposed model
which contains the following steps: First; collecting
classified web pages for 10 classes including sport, art,
economy, computer, social society, health, science, news,
education and government. The collection is used in
system testing and training. Next step is; performing
preprocessing task.
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Preprocessing
Previous Classified
Arabic Web pages

Preprocessing

Classifier

INPUT Arabic
Web Pages

Classified Arabic
Web pages

Fig 2: Web Pages Classification Using Fuzzy Association

4.1. Data Collection
Collecting data is a very important step for testing the
proposed system. We used teleport pro as a tool for this
purpose. Teleport Pro [14] is an all-purpose, high-speed
tool for getting data from Internet; it provides ten
simultaneous retrieval threads, accesses passwordprotected sites, filters files by size and type, searches for
keywords, and much more.
Web pages are collected for training data that is used to
train the system. Training data require a huge amount of
web pages, to extract words and classify it into a set of ten
classes. Also, these pages are needed to calculate the
associated value between every two words (terms). About
22399 web pages have been collected for this study (1.68
GB). Table 1 shows the training data collected from
different resource, and Table 2 shows the number of
documents for each class used for the training data.

The third step is; applying fuzzy association algorithm for
both training and testing data. Finally; the final results are
checked. More details about these steps are given in the
following sub sections.
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Table 1: Set of Training Data
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Table 2: Number of documents of Each Class

Arabic Site
Name

URL

Class

Number
of
document
s

سة٠اٌجص

www.aljazeera.net

News

1064

ت١اٌعسب

http://www.alarab
iya.net

News

830

اقٛاالس

http://www.alasw
aq.net/

Economic

2290

الفضً صحت

http://www.allbest
Health.com/

Health

2219

سة٠اٌجص
ت١اض٠اٌس

http://www.aljaze
eraSport.net/Hom
ePage

Sport

1817

http://www.c4arab
.com/

Computer

2190

4.2. Preprocessing

http://www.dubai.
ae/

Governme
nt

346

http://portal.www.
gov.qa/

Governme
nt

The preprocessing step includes converting HTML web
pages to text files, tokenizing the text documents,
removing stop word, indexing and stemming.

1662

http://www.fonon.
net/

Art

1869

http://ofouq.com/t
oday/index.php

Art

1042

ٞاٌسأ

www.alrai.com

Social
since

749

زٛاٌدسخ

http://www.addust
our.com/Section.a
spx?sec=1

Social
since

1011

ٚ ت١شازة اٌخسبٚ
ُ١ٍاٌخع

www.moe.gov.jo

Education

1773

لع ادازةِٛ
ٍّٟإٌشاط اٌع

http://www.alme.g
ov.sa/

Education

830

ٍَٛع
ا١جٌٕٛٛحىٚ

http://arabic.irib.ir
/pages/Science/

Science

244

ٚ ٍَٛع
ا١جٌٕٛٛحى

http://scitechar.blogspot.com/

Science

42

ٍَٛشبىت ع
اء١االح

http://allbiology.n
et/

Science

51

ٍَٛشبىت اٌع
ت١اٌعسب

http://olom.info/m
gz/

Science

15

ْٛلع اٌىِٛ

http://www.alkoo
n.alnomrosi.net/
http://www.afkaaa
r.com/html/
Total

Science

285

Science

2085

عتٛسٌّٛا
ت١اٌعسب
حسٛ١ٌٍىّب
ّٟلع اٌسسٌّٛا
ِٟت دبٌٛحى
ٌتِٚت دٛحى
لطس
يٚ االٝاٌٍّخم
ٓ١١ٍ١ٌٍخخشى
اٌعسب
ِجٍت افك
ت١اٌثماف

ت١ٍّافىاز ع

NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Class Name

NO. of
documents per
class

Art
Computer
Economic
Education
Government
Health
News
Science
Social
Science
Sport
Total

2911
2290
2219
2603
2008
2190
1894
2707
1760
1817
22399

The step of converting from HTML to text; in this step we
use the simple Html to text converter tool in order to get
text from HTML pages because we can not deal with pure
HTML web pages. The whole process is shown in Figure3.

HTML
file

Converting
to text file

Tokenization

Morphological

Stop word
removal

Stemming

Ten bag of
words

Fig. 3: Preprocesing stages

22399

4.2.1 Tokenization
While tokenizing the documents is the first step in text
classification in order to obtain the bag of words to
represent feature vectors.
The standard methods used for tokenization include:
separation of whitespace, alphabetic strings, and
alphanumeric strings. In this work we use whitespace as
the separator between words.
The tokens are saved in a table using SQL, in order to be
used in other steps in this work.
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4.2.2. Morphological Preprocessing
Also, morphological preprocessing is needed; that’s
because in written Arabic, diacritics are often omitted in
text and a familiar reader with this language will not face
any difficulty to read a text without vowels in a correct
manner. In addition, the letters change its form according
to their position in the word. Some of these letters make
light modifications in writing which does not influence the
meaning of the word. Regarding these entire features of
Arabic language and to overcome the problem of
variations of Arabic letters, we applied a normalization
method on both testing and training data before indexing.
[15] Then, replacing "  " أ, "  "آand " " إby " "ا. Then,
removing shada "ّ" and the diacritics.

4.2.3. Stop Words Removal
Similar to other languages, Arabic language contains
functional words (stop words) which do not carry a
particular and useful meaning for Information Retrieval
(IR) [15]. In this study a list of stop words that includes
282 words is used as shown in Table 3.

4.3. Light Stemming
Light stemming is a process of stripping off a small set of
prefixes and/or suffixes without dealing with infixes or
recognized patterns. It also finds roots. The stemmer that is
used can do the following: Striping off initial ('ٚ'),
removing definite Articles (ًٌ ، فاي، واي، باي،ايٚ ،)اي, and
removing suffixes (ٞ ، ة،ٖ ،ت٠ ،ٗ٠ ،ٓ٠ ،ْٚ ،ْ ا،)٘ا.

4.4. Words Classification
In Arabic language there is no domain ontology as in
English language, so it must be built. The algorithm
depends on calculating the weight of all words in each
class, selecting the high weight for all classes, applying
self-judgment for all words in each class, and taking
experts' approval. The steps of this algorithm are shown in
details in Figure 4.
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Table3: list of stop words

ٟف

ٟٙف

ٗ١ٌإ

ِٗ ِب

إال

ٌُ

ٌٟ

ْ٢ا

ِٓ

ٛٙف

اٙٔأل

ََْوا

اال

ْوا

وٕج

ٕ٘ا

ٍٝع

ُٙف

اٙٔال

َال

اال

ًو

ّاٙ٠أ

س١ٌ

ْا

ٓٙف

اٙٔإل

اِ َال

ْاٚ

ذٌه

ّاٙ٠ا

ٌٛ

ْأ

ٌٜد

ًٌى

َ
ّللاه

ْإٚ

ٛ٘

فال

ّٓى٠

ْإ

ُخ٠

ًو

 َالَٚ

ْأٚ

ٌٓىٚ

فالبد

ٌّاذا

ٚا

أا١أح

أج

بِ َّا

ٗ١ٍع

ٞا

ٍُف

ًب

ٚأ

أا١اح

أٔج

ه
َ ٌَِذ

ءٟش

ٞأ

فٍّاذا

ًبى

ٓع

أا١اح

إٔج

َٛ ٘ه

ٕٗع

عٕدِا

ٍٓف

ٓع

آي

أا١أح

إِٙ

َِِّٓ

ٟاٌخٚ

س١غ

فّا

ِٗع

ابدا

ف١وٚ

ٝاح

ِِٓ

ٌٗ

ٟفٚ

فّاذا

ف١و

ابدا

بال

ٝأح

َٚا

ِّا

بعد

ّٓف

عٕد

أبدا

ِٕٗ

ُث

َ
َّللا

ُو

ٝحخ

ٓفٕح

أِا

أبدا

إِٙ

د

ٞاٌَ ِر

ٖرٙب

ْبا

ٟفف

إِا

ال

ِٕٓٙ

أ

ِْا

ٗب

ْبؤ

راٙف

اِا

أل

ُِٕٙ

َ

ٌَٗه

اٙب

ٟ٘

ٖرٙف

ٓى٠

ٌٝا

آخس

ا

َاٙ١ِف

ٌرا

وّا

ىراٙف

ِاٚ

ٌٝإ

اخس

ث١ح

َِٓ

إذا

ٓ١ب

ًٙف

ٟو

ٞاٌر

ْأذ

ْال

ًله

إذا

ًلب

ّاٙف

ْفا

ِا

ْإذ

ْأل

ُهٌَٙ

اذا

خالي

آث

ْفإ

ٖ٘ر

ْاذ

ْإل

اِ َذا

ٗٔال

لد

ّجٙف

ْفؤ

ٟاٌخ

ٞأل

ِٓٚ

َِٓ َٚ

ٗٔأل

َاِا

ٕانٙف

ِاذا

٘را

ٞال

ٟ٘ٚ

ءَٟش

اٙ١ف

َأِا

ٝآح

ِعٚ

ِع

البد

ٛ٘ٚ

َِا

ٗ١ٌا

وأج

ت١آح

لدٚ

 َِاَٚ

ًٌع

ٟٕٔا

ِّللا

ٌُٙ

اوثس

ٌٛآ

وٕا

َِْا

ًٌعٚ

اٙٔأ

َْا

ٌٓٙ

أوثس

ابدا

ُح

ٟٕٔإ

حٍه

اٙٔإ

ّللاه

ٌٕا

ٛ٘ٚ

أبدا

اٛٔوا

ٟٕٔأ

راٌٙ

اٙٔا

لَا َي

ٌُى

ً٘

اٌٍٙعٚ

ُ٘

َِا

جدا

ّاٙٔأ

َِِٓ

ٌىا

الٚ

اٌٙ

ٓ٘

َٓ٠اٌَ ِر

جدا

ّاٙٔإ

ِِّٓ

فمد

ألٚ

اٙ١ٍع

ُأٔخ

ٍََٝع

ّٕا١ح

ّاٙٔا

ٌَِٝا

ٞاٌرٚ

ٗٔا

ٌُٚ

ُأخ

َُ ثه

ٗٔبا

ُ٘ا

َ
ِّللا

ٟاٌخٚ

ٗٔأ

ٓب

أخّا

َّللا

ٟؤح٠

ُ٘أ

َالَٚ

ّا١ف

ٗٔإ

ٚ

أٔخّا

َاِال

ٟاح٠

٘راٚ

َال

ٗٔبؤ

ٗ١ف

ِٟف

ٓأخ

إٕٔا

إٔا

إّٔاٚ

َا٠

ٗٔبإ

ْواٚ

ِِٓ

ٓأٔخ
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1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Calculate the weight of all words in each
class. The weight was calculated used the
following equation:
Weight = tf * idf
Where
tf : term frequency
idf: inverse documents frequency
idf = log N/df
Where
N: total number of document.
df: documents frequency.
Select the high weight for all classes. We used
noun and adjective and we selected manually.
The word in each class must be distinct from
the other classes.
If the words have high weight in more than
one classes then we ignore it, such as "  "أشِت,
which can be classified under News ,Health
and Economics classes.
Applying self-judgment and Knowledge for
all words in each class.
Experts' approval.
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5. Experiments and results
Two experiments on the selected data are made; the first
one is applying fuzzy association using the stems of words,
while the second one applying fuzzy association on words
without stemming. In both experiments we use recall and
precision as evaluation measures for information retrieval.
More details are given in section 5.1 and 5.2.
Table 5 illustrates the number of test documents for each
class. The size of used data is about 59.4 Mega Byte.
Table 5: Test Data for Each Class

NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Class Name

Art
Economic
Education
Health
News
Science
Social Science
Sport

Number of
documents

786
762
784
723
627
897
839
697

Fig. 4: Algorithm for calculating the weight for each word.

Table 4 shows the number of distinct word for each class.

5.1. Applying Fuzzy Association on the Stems of
Words

Table 4: Number of Distinct Word of Each Class

NO.

Class Name

Number of words

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Art
Computer
Economic
Education
Government
Health
News

153
50
263
140
78
367
257

8

Science

201

9

Social Science

166

10

Sport

90

Two classes are ignored; Computer and Government
classes; the first one is ignored for the few number of
words that it has, and the second one because it is merged
with the Social Science class due to the high similarity
between the two classes. As a result of this step, we have
eight classes rather than ten classes.

We start with applying fuzzy association using stems of
words, then we use recall and precision as evaluation
measures for information retrieval, Where recall is defined
as the ratio of correct documents by the system divided by
the total number of correct predicted classified documents,
while precision is the ratio of correct classified documents
divided by the total number of system documents.
The results of recall and precision using stems are shown
in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. As shown in Figure
5 the highest recall is in the Health class because it has a
large number of classified words. The similarity between
Health and Science that is observed when analyzing data
resulted in a low recall for Science. Also, there is a
similarity between Social Science class and News class
which is the reason for the low value of recall for Social
Science class. Furthermore, the number of classified words
used in News class is larger than that in Social Science
class.
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5.2. Fuzzy Associations Based on Words
The second experiment is to apply fuzzy association on
words without stemming. The recall and precision at the
word level is shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. As
shown in Figure 7 the best recall value is in News class
because of high number of classified words in this class.
And by analyzing data it is found that there is a similarity
between Science class and Health class which implies that
science class has low recall value.

Fig.5 Recall based on Stem

Also, Figure 5 represents that the sport class has the lowest
value of recall because it has the lowest number of
classified words. However, it has a good precision because
of the limited number of intersected used words in this
class with other classes. The Education class has a low
recall value, because of the number of words classified
under this class were not commonly used.
From Figure 5 and Figure 6 we can see that Science class
has high precision but low recall. This was mainly due to
the high number of classified words and the similarity at
this class with the Health class as discussed before.
However, Art class has high precision and low recall
because the number of words classified under the Art class
is not commonly used in other classes. This indicates that
most of the retrieved documents are relevant. Table 6
shows the precision and recall when applying fuzzy
association based on stems of words.

Fig. 7 Recall based on word level

From Figure 7 and 8 the sport class has high precision and
low recall because it has the lowest number of classified
words and it has limited number of intersected words with
other classes. while Education class and Social Science
class have higher precision values than recall values.

Fig. 6 Precision based on Stem Level

Table 6: Recall and Precision on Stem

Class

Recall

Precision

Social science
Economic
Education
Sport
News
Science
Art
Health

0.47
0.72
0.54
0.45
0.82
0.55
0.50
0.86

0.43
0.68
0.69
0.74
0.78
0.82
0.82
0.83

Fig. 8 Precision based on Word Level

Table 7 represents the recall and precision values for each
class when applying fuzzy association on word level.
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Table7: Recall and Precision on Word Level

Class

Recall

Precision

Social science

0.45

0.50

Economic

0.78

0.63

Education

0.63

0.70

Sport

0.42

0.71

News

0.82

0.80

Science

0.39

0.54

Art

0.56

0.56

Health

0.63

0.63
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because the stem may appear in different documents
classified under many classes. For example, the word "ٍٗحآو
", and "ٍٗ" حؤو, both have different meaning even they have
the same stem " ً"او, since we have replaced the "  " آand
the " " أby " " اin the preprocessing steps. Also the
diacritics that are used in Arabic language affect the
meaning of the word. For example, the word "  " هِٕاخdiffers
from the word " " ِِٕاخ, and the words "  " بِس, "  " بهسand "بَس
" have different meaning when the diacritics are ignored.
Figure 10 shows the precision for both word level and stem
level.

5.3. Stem Level and Word Level
The recall at stem level is higher than that at the word level
in four classes; Health, Science, Sport and Social Science,
but it is lower in three classes; Art, Economic and
Education, and they are equal in one class which is News
class. Figure 9 represents the recall at stem level and word
level. These results can be explained as follows; the
number of classified words that are used in the stem level
is greater than the number of words that are used in the
word level. For example, the word “ض٠ “ اٌّسis stemmed
to "ض٠ " ِس, then all words that have this stem are used to
classify related web pages, such as:
" ،ضررراث٠ ِس،ْٛضررر٠ ِس،ْٛضررر٠ اٌّس،ضررراث٠ اٌّس،ٓ١ضررر٠ اٌّس،ض٠اٌّرررس
.. ،ضاث٠ فاٌّس،ض٠ فاٌّس،ض٠ِسetc."

Fig.10 Precision on Stem and Word Level

F-measuer is used as an information retrieval measure
which combines recall and precision with equal weight and
calculated as in formula 1:
F-measure = (2×p×r)/ (p+r)
(1)
Where p is the precision and r is the recall. [16]
F-measure is shown in Table 8, which results from
applying fuzzy assocation in each class for both levels;
stem and word levels.
Table 8: F-measure at Word Level and Stem Level

Fig. 9 Recalls on Stem and Word Level

The precision at stem level is better in five class;
Economic, Sport, Science, Art and Health class, while the
remaining three classes; Social Science, Education and
News class, get better precision at the word level. Word
level shows better precision because of the use of light
stemmer in this system which deals with prefixes and
suffixes.
The stem of a word gives an abstract meaning, so using
stems of words sometimes produces difficulty in
classification process and gives unexpected results. This is

Class Name
Social
science

Word F-measure

Stem f-measure

0.47

0.45

Economic

0.70

0.70

Education

0.66

0.61

Sport

0.53

0.56

News

0.81

0.80

Science

0.46

0.65

Art

0.56

0.62

Health

0.63

0.84

The F-measure using the stems of words is better than that
of using the words alone. This was not the case for Art,
Education and News classes, since there recall and
precision values are higher at the word level than the recall
and precision at the stem level. Figure 11 shows the Fmeasure curves for both the word level and the stem level.
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Fig. 11 F-measure at the Word Level and Stem level
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Fig. 12 Comparisons between the Three Types of Data Using the Recall
measure

6. Fuzzy Association and VSM
Vector Space Model (VSM) is the most widely used model
in Information Retrieval (IR). It can be defined as an
algebraic model that represents the documents in the vector
space.
When comparing fuzzy associations with the VSM, The
fuzzy association gives the highest recall and F-measure
values, while it gives the highest precision in the most
other classes.
The recall in the proposed system with fuzzy association
gives values between 45% in Social Science class to 84%
in Health class; while the vector space model gives 82% in
the Social Science class to 48% in the News class. In spite
of these good results, we were troubled with the huge size
that we need to execute the system; a computer with
minimum of 4 Giga RAM is needed and about 20 GB is
the resulted database.
Figure 12 shows the recall of the three types; using the
fuzzy association technique applied on stems, words, and
VSM. The recall of science class is best in VSM than other
because of similarity between science and Health. While
Figure 13 shows the precision using the fuzzy association
technique applied on stems, words and VSM, where the
VSM is best in Social science and education that depend
on number of classified word and number of testing
document in these classes and similarity between social
science and news.
Figure 14 shows the F-measure of the fuzzy association
technique applied on stem level, word level, and the VSM,
also the figure shows that the VSM is best in social science
and science because of similarity between Social science
and news and between science and health.

Fig. 13 Comparisons between the Three Types of Data Using Precision

Fig. 14 Comparisons between the Three Types of Data Using the Fmeasure

7. Conclusion and future work
This research presents a study to increase the performance
of web page retrieval using fuzzy association. It is
concerned in Arabic web pages.
1.68GB of Arabic web pages is collected as training data
while for testing data more than 59.4MB of Arabic web
pages is collected.
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After preprocessing, words are classified into eight classes
then a correlation matrix is calculated depending on the
relation between terms in the corpus, which gives the
meaning of the association. Then, fuzzy calculations are
applied on stemmed words and on original words without
stemming. Finally in evaluation, recall, precision and Fmeasure are used.
The results of this study indicates that the best recall when
applying fuzzy association on stems is 86% while the best
recall when applying fuzzy association on words is 82%.
Furthermore, the best precision when applying fuzzy
association on stem is 83%, but the best precision when
applying fuzzy association on words is 80%.
As a future work we are looking for using another stemmer
that is not light in the preprocessing step. This is supposed
to increase the recall and precision. Also, one of future
steps is using more data in the training step and increasing
the number of words in each class. Also, we are looking
for building Arabic domain ontology using Arabic
dictionaries and experts help.
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